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THIS WEEK IN 
THE NEWS 

by RICHARD C. SANDER, JR. 
Contras 

This week on the newsfron 
more events relating to the Cont 
reached Washington. The tentativ 
Bi-partisan aid package of $4.5 mil 
lion per month ( $54 mil per year 
may continue through November o 
1990 if the Congress and the Bus 
Administration can work out th 
details. This coincides with new 
from Honduras that Contra bases i 
that country will not be dismantle 
by the government despite renewe 
evidence that human rights abuse 
are being committed by the Nicara 
guan rebels in and around their camps 
Also in Washington, secretary Fa 
Hall tearfully testified that Olive 
North's dismissal from the N.S.A 
deeply troubled her because she ha 
"never met a man who worked harde 
for his country". 

Money and Income 
In other issues, the Hou 

approved a raise in the minimu 
wage from $3.35 to $4.55 per hour 
If not vetoed by President Bush 
which is highly unlikely, it will 
the first raise in the minimum wag 
since 1981. Contrasting this news, 
group of investors charged that Iva 
Boesky still has as much as $2 
million after claiming that he w 
near bankruptcy. Boesky was fin 
over $100 million several years ag · 
after having been discovered to 
the most successful insider trad 
caught to date. Also, the riches 
Americans got richer by an averag 
of over 10% while the poorest go 
poorer by about 6%. 

Environment 
A surprise note from 

Congressional investigative commit 
tee announced that toxic chemical 
released into the air by various form 
of industry were admitted at level 
that threaten the public health. Th 
study also stated that Vermont ha 
the best environmental record of an 
state. On the international level, 1 
nations signed a treaty to restric 
inter-nation transport of hazardou 
waste. 

continued on page 4, column 1 

PRO - CHOICE MOVEMENT 
STIRS CONTROVERSY 

by TIMPITZER 

There were some heated 
arguments in Commons Tuesday as 
Sophomore Glenn Amrien asked for 
signatures on a petition to deny 
$1,700 for a pro-choice march on 
Washington. He printed a galley, sat 
through lunch, and went door to door, 
hoping for support before he pre
sented his views to Student Council 
later that night. 

Glenn refused official com
ment, afraid that his actions might be 
seen as a "publicity stunt." How
ever, Pheobe Brown and Jessica 
Blake were there . 
They also sat vigi l in Commons last 
week, with others involved in the 
march , but on the other side of the 
issue . They saw Glenn's petition as 
reactionary . 

"No one ever approac hed us 
saying that the p wi 
the issue," said Brown . "If he felt so 
strongly about it, why didn ' t he talk 
to us when were here those three 
days?" Shereferredtothethreedays 
that the Pro-choice movement spent 
answering questions and soliciting 
signatures. They were there from 
4:30- 7:00 nightly and, said Brown, 
received no strong opposition. 

Glenn asserts in his galley 

that the issue is not abortion, but 
whether any member of the commu
nity should be forced to pay for 
something that he/she is opposed to. 
"But why did he wait until now? 
We've [the community] been doing 
budget since the beginning of the 
term, " said Jessica Blake, "and he 
wasn't down here weeks ago. He's 
using this as an anti-abortion plat
form." 

There was a great deal of 
controversy at the Student Council 
meeting last week on the question of 
whether the student body should 
allocate funds for any moral choice 
or political movement . This week's 
meeting also featured much discus
sion on the issue as there have been 
problems with the budget. It seems 
that the council sees the request for 
un · as a "special issue", and it 

remains a hot issue on campus. 
Glenn's activities were the first public 
displays of opposition. 

The outcome of the funding 
debate will be settled as the houses 
revote the budget ( due to complica- . 
tions not related to this issue ). 
However, it seems unlikely that the 
issue will die with the vote. 

SUPPORT HUMAN RIGHTS 
NOW! 

by MANDTMISHELE 

"When the first two hundred leners zation that works towards three basic 
came, -the guards gave me back my goals. First, the release of prisoners 
clothes. The next two hundred let- who have not used nor advocated 
ters came, and the prisoner director violence yet are being held because 
came to see me. When the next pile of their color, sex, language, ethnic 
of /eners arrived, the director got in origin, or religion. Second, for fair 
touch with his superior. The letters and prompt trials for all political 
kept coming and coming. Three prisoners. And third, a halt to all 
thousandofthem. Thepresidentwas torture and executions. Amnesty 
informed. The letters still kept arriv- International is a politically inde
ing, and the President called the pendent organization. It supports 
prison and told them to let me go." and defends the individual's rights 
A released prisoner of conscience as a human being. 
from The Dominican Republic. To achieve these goals, AI 

The members of Amnesty 
International freed this man and 
hundreds like him around the world. 
Amnesty International is an organi-

members write letter to presidents or 
rulers of countries -where torture not 
only occurs, but in some cases is 
legal. It also writes to foreign am-

continued on page 3, column 1 

ONLY AP
PROVED AIDS 

DRUG HAS 
LIMITED USE 

by SPENCER COX 

Although AZT remains the 
only drug approved by the Food and 
Drug Administration for treatment 
of Human Immunodeficiency Virus 
(commonly thought to be the cause 
of AIDS), high toxicity and emerg
ing drug-resistant strains of the virus 
have decreased its benefits for people 
with AIDS. 

Scientists for Burroughs
Wellcome, the pharmaceutical com
pany that manufactures AZT, an
nouncedrecentlythatlongtermtreat
ment can result in viral mutations 
resistant to the drug. Such resistance 

continued on page 5, column 1 
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Editorial 
Introduction . .. 

The Commons staff hopes that you enjoy the paper. It is in its early 
stages of developement this term and will become much better as it becomes 
established. We humbly ask that you support us on Sunday by voting for our 

CONGRATULAT ONS 
GABBY!!! 

budget request. The money is greatly needed to allow more time to edit and 
produce as fine a paper as possible . We also encourage contructive 
participation from the college community in the form of student, faculty or 
administrative, articles, essays, poems, and letters. Simply drop the articles 
into the appropriate editor's box. 

The Commons will be printed every other Friday. The deadline for 
articles will be on the Monday the week the paper is printed. Please feel free 
to deliver your articles at anytime during the week before. 

The Commons is composed of a new and responsible group o 
students. We still have several positions open for any students interested in 
working with the paper. We also encourage weekly columns from politi
cally, artistically, or socially active students. To make our lives a tad easier, 
we ask that you submit articles on Macintosh formatted disks. They are 
available in Noyes 23 if you do not have your own. 

Again, we hope that you enjoy the paper. 
There will be a Commons staff meeting every Sunday at lp.m. in Barn 

106. Anyone interested is invited to attend. 

The Commons Staff 
March 31, 1988 

The Commons Charter 
The Commons Newspaper has a responsibility to the community it 

serves. Its power is in its independence of the administration, the faculty, the 

student government, and the student body. 
GABRIELLA LEFF, PRESIDENT OF STUDENT COUNCIL 

THE 
COMMONS 
STAFF 
WOULD LIKE 
TO CON
GRATULATE 
GABRIELLA 
LEFF ON HER 
ELECTION 
AS THE 
PRESIDENT 
OFSTUDENT 
COUNCIL. 
WE WISH 
YOU LUCK 
AND MUCH 
SUCCESS 
GABBY!!! 

As a disinterested, but not uninterested chronicled, the Commons 
Newspaper and its staff must remain objective and free from pressure from THE CO MM O NS Established 1988 
any one member of the Bennington community. Careful and faithful Bennington College, Bennington, VT 0S201 
determination to follow gthese ideals will fast earn the respect that such a VolumeII, Number 1 
periodical deserves

The staff should distribute the production responsibilities among those . . 
who have the time and attitude needed for the sometimes arduous tasks. The 

final decisions distribution of power should reside in the Editor-in-Chief. Editor 
The Editor-in-Chief shall be chosen by the members of the staff and have the Features Editor 

ultimate word in any and evert aspect of the paper. Assist Features Editor 
The Editor-in-Chief shall create positions as necessary and be respon- Layout Editor 

sible for the Editorial section of the paper. He/she can delete any piece from Business Manager 

Satie Airame / Woolley ext. 273 
Richard C. Sander, Jr. / Noyes ext. 370 

Tim Pitzer/ Kilpat ext. 301 
Julian Young/ McC ext 324 

Ethan Fran /Woolley ext. 273 
Richard C. Sander, Jr. 

Richard Lord 
the paper but must be willing to defend his/her position to the Section Editor Contributors: Mandy Mishele, Joe Mueller, Spencer Cox, 

or writer who is affected by the decision. 
TheEditor-in-Chief'sstaffshouldconsistofaCopyEditorandaDesign The Commons would like to extend their thanks to all those who have 

Editor. helped the staff to produce this newspaper. Especially, we would like to 

Th C Edi h Id h k 
thank David Scribner, contributing authors, the Bennington College Com• 

e opy tors ou c ec every piece o wn en wo or mistakeses S . D 0 , D . . . . . puter oom, e upowitz, an ay, anyone w o vot or i 

of the typographical or grammatical He/shealsoi_srespons_ibletomsure Commons funding last Sunday or Monday and votes again this week, 
that the paper is complete, and that articles are subnutted on ttme from the everyone who attended the meetings and supported us, everyone who let use 
Section Editors. time on their Mac's, American Council on Education, and anyone else we 

The Design Editor is responsible for the pieces of non-written material have forgotten. 
submitted to the paper. He/she should also check the layout of the paper for 
aesthetic use of white space and all blocks used. Printed by Pennysaver Press, Bennington, VT 05201 

The Business Manager of the Commons must work closely with all staff 802 - 447 - 3381 

members to find the number of pages needed, the type of style used, and any . . . . 
facetofprod ctionthatmayaffectthecostofthepublication. He/sheshould Letters to the Editor should be subnutted to Satie Alrame, Box 121. Al 

. . . . . - . letters are subject to editing for clarity and libel by the The Commons staff 
also oversee advertisements, possible outside subscnpttons, all donations, Th 1 al 1 • 300 400 c . . . . . e sugest engt or actu etters is tween - wordss. omment 
and any fund raising projects His/her staff is left open and undefined for and suggestions may be any length, and will be printed if appropriate 
the Busmess Manager s discretion Anyone who wishes to have a letter or article printed anonymously mus 

The Commons Newspaper should be further broken into three main speak with the Editor-In-Chief. 
sections, each with its own editor and staff: News, Entertainment, and Social It is the policy of The Commons to representthe student body 

Features. keeping with this policy, the Editorial Staff wishes to encourage constructive participatio 
The News Editor is responsible for covering events outside the college by any member of the Bennington College community who wishes to use The Commons

. • • as an educational medium for the writing of articles, the expression of viepoints, etc. Th 
commumty that he/she feels deserves reporting in the school newspaper. Editorial Staff reserves the right to omit or reject any material which is not representativ 
His/her investigative staff should report on the news at all levels that affect or is not in the best interest of the college community. The deadline for all articles, notice 
students. or advertisements is the Monday before The Commons is printed. The Commons offic 

Th 
· ld • 1 . is presently located in Noyes 23. on Bennington Campus. 

e Entertamment Editors ou me u e m er his any event 



REPORT SIGHTS DECLINE IN 
STUDENT PARTICIPATION IN 

FEDERAL AID 
by RICHARD C. SANDER, JR. 

The American Council on support for the meeting of college 
.Education/U.C.L.A. released its costs. Andmostnoticeably,Campus 
annual survey on the characteristics grants and loans have had to double 
of the American college student. The in the past eight years to meet the lull 
most striking of their conclusions in federal aid. 
was the alarming decline of fresh- The reason for the lowering 
man college students participating in of student participation in the vari
federal and other forms of financial ous federalprograms is not due to the 
aid. lack of allotted funds but rather to the 

Students receiving Pell negligence of policy makers. There 
Grants, aid for low- and middle- have been slight reductions in the 
income families, has fallen from 32% amount of money available to stu
in 1980 to less than 16% in 1988. dents, however, the reason that aid 
The reduction in participation in that has fallen so dramatically is because 
program has been accompanied by eligibility for the aid has failed to 
declines in other aid programs as adapt to changes in the economy. " 
well. Freshman reliance on Supple- Theeligibilityrequirementsformost 
mental Educational Opportunity forms of federal student aid have 
Grants ( SEOGs ) and C.W.S. has simply not kept pace with rising 
reached record lows. Less than 4% college costs and with the inflation
of freshman reported to have received ary increases in family incomes. Con
SEOG support in 1988, down from sequently, the federal government 
5.8%eightyearsago. Freshmanpar- has effectively cut back on most of 
ticipation in C. W .S. has fallen in half the financial aid programs intended 
aswelloverthesameperiodto6.6%. to assist low- and middle- income 

As Pell grants, GSL's, and families." saysAlexanderW.Astin, 
other forms of aid fall, the financial professor of higher education at 
responsibility for paying tuition falls UCLA's Graduate School of Educa
most heavily ( and most obviously as tion, and director of the survey. 
well ) on family contributions and This trend in financial aid is 
Campus grants and loans. This year, expected to continue and students 
an all time high of 78% of all stu- and their families are not only mak
dents depended solely on family ing the financial sacrifices as college 

HUMAN 
RIGHTS NOW! 

enrollment increases, but the students 
themselves are altering there educa
tional plans to match the constraints 
placed upon them by the rules. For 
instance, the percentage of students 

continued from page 1, column 3. who planned to work in education 20 

bassadors to the U.S., and to Ameri 
can Congressman, Senators, Gover 
nors, and other officials, asking tha 
our country take a stand against in 
humane treatment. AI members als 
campaign against the death penal 
in the U.S. 

Amnesty International i 
effective. Over the past year, Ameri 
can members alone have helped t 
free 150 prisoners of conscience. Yo 
can help too. There is now an A 
chapter at Bennington College 
Among other nations, AI will cam 
paign for the release of prisoners an 
to stop torture and executions · 
Central America, South Africa, an 
Turkey. AI will also work agains 
the death penalty in this country 
Meetings are held every Sunday at 
p.m. in the Swan Livingroom. Th 
members of AI urge everyone 
attend to help in the fight for th 
protection of human rights. 

For further details contac 
Mandy Mishell, Bernadine Mellis 
Magda Baker ( all ext. 314 ), o 
Angie Delvecchio ( ext. 302 ) o 
drop a message in Box 685. 

years ago was almost 25%. Last year 
that number was just over 5%. It 
follows that the educational system 
in this country is quickly spiralling 
downwards. 

On the conforming to the 
constraints of the educational sys
tem, students who profess to be pre
paring for a careerin "business" have 
more than doubled since 1972 to just 
over 24%. The number of freshman 
interested in careers in science has 
been declining steadily over the past 
two decades. The percentage has 
fallen from about 12% in 1972, to 
about 6 % last year. It follows that 
since the U.S. has fewer non-teach
ing scientists, thatthe decline in U.S. 
technology and industry may have 
been stimulated by the falling inter
est in science by students who fa
vored the income of business ca-
reers. 

Finally, matching the in
crease in business students, a record 
73% of all freshman indicated that 
"making more money" was a very 
important factor in their decision to 
attend college. 

It seems that the government 
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is longer interested in having a such as many students being asked to 
vaned stock of educated citizens, yet leave in so many words, their are 
complaints are heard everyday of the signs of some sort of realignment 
rise in the wealth of Japan and other going on within this school. 
nations. It seems as though educa-

tion may soon be something reserved One may ask just how to 
for the ehte, as students find trim- realign school. It seems unfair that 
possible to qualify for federal aid. someone should be a martyr so that 
However, President Bush professes an administrator's institutional plans 
to be "Education President Much may be met. There are many ways 
will have to be revised 1fhe 1s to earn for the school to "loose" the undesir-

his title. able elements in a completely legal 
As a postscript, more than fashion. Many students hear about 

10% of all students reported feelmg "THE PLAN'' and feel as though it is 
"depressed" last year, I wonder why. a convenient means for the school to 
Source: The American Council on "dump" those that the administra
Education!UCLA tion does not approve fit for the "new 

ATTENTION 
MAC II USERS 

Bennington" mold. The entire proc
ess is done behind closed doors, in 
meetings where it is very likely that 
the student being reviewed is not 
even known by those reviewing him 

Community Announcement or her, so where is the individual-

The Mac II in Dickinson has ism? Once a plan is deferred or
been the victim of countless strains rejected the student has to go through 
of computer viruses. The system has a complex, frustrating, and often 
been overhauled twice this term and dehumanizing process, which gen
countless hours have been wasted erally includes completely changing 
purgingtheharddiskofsmallerforms one's academic goals. Those who 
of viruses. DuringthistimetheMAC come to Bennington with an interest 
II has been impossible to use. Make and skill in a particular area can be 
sure that you are not responsible for told, without any real guidelines, to 
the computer being overhauled again. arbitrarily change their major and, in 
Please check every disk you use with turn, their entire lives. Imagine the 
the computer by running the program frustration of wanting to study in 
INTERFERON. Interferonisinthe particular division and being told 
Virus Checker folder in the main that you are not the "right element" 
menu. To use it, insert your disk into for that. division, despite repeated
the drive and then open Interferon. academic success m that div1s1on 
From the menu open "SEARCH ( Beginning to see my point?) The 
FOR INFECTION". If the SYS- process can take up to eighteen 
TEM ERROR ( BOMB ) window months, and, it has been the case that 
opens or the program tells you that students have come back to campus 
your Disk May Be Infected, THEN after FWT, with their PLAN 
ITIS! DONOTUSETHATDISK! STATUS up in the air, and then, 
Remove the disk. Do not use any with nowhere to go, are told to leave, 
program on the disk, nor copy any- without enough time to make alter
thing on it onto the MAC II hard nate educational plans. Goodstu
drive. dents, with serious goals and sub-

If you have any questions stantial ability are being forced to 
about viruses, using INTERFERON, leave in a very UN-Bennington fash
or any complications on the MAC II, ion. (If you have never heard of 

------------
Finding the 

Focus of 
Bennington 

these ideas, ask about Canfield's 
house ch airs oflast term.) But what 
we are here to judge now, is WHAT 
IS BENNINGTON? Where is BEN
NINGTON going? And, who is 
guiding this change? 

When admitted, many pres-
by RICHARD C. SANDER, JR. ent freshman read the various col-

***(The author wishes to thank Cristine T. lege "guides" with descriptions of
Jackowski and Ted Teuten fortheirinvalu-Bennmgton such as a highly indi
able comments and ideas.)*** vidualistic and creative community . 

. . Students at Bennington are at 
Perhaps it was first publicly liberty to study exactly what they 

voiced with a newspaper galley last want. They devise their own Plan, a 
term asking "Is Bennington College custom designed curriculum ... " 
becoming too conservative?" But Another read, " Studentsat 
over the past term we have found a Bennington assume the basic respon
sentiment amongst many of the upper sibility for their education ... plan an 
classmen questioning what is hap- individuallytailoredprogram ... " Is 
pening to the environment of their this the Bennington that they found? 
school. Last term many remarked on Is this what they are looking forward 
the differences between the fresh- to? When seeing the various prob
man class and the rest of the school. lems that a large number of sopho-
And throughout, with various events continued on page 4, column 2 
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THIS WEEK ... trying to overthrow the Government". in so many ways". Ted was referring 
to the characteristics of the Fresh-

CHARTER 
continued from page 1, column 1 Abortion 

Latin America And back at home, Los 
Returning to Central and Angeles police arrested a large group 

South America, San Salvador was of anti-abortion protesters at a 
rocked with gunfire on election day suburban clinic. A new offensive 
last week. However, all factions launched by the Roman Catholic 
have resolved their more violent churchandotheranti-abortiongroups 
outbursts and have accepted right marked a rise in local disturbances. 
wing Alfredo Cristiani as the new One group said that 21,000 of its 
president of El Salvador. The presi- members have been arrested since 
dent-elect proposed an immediate 1987 nationwide. In Washington, a 
indefinite cease-fire as well as talks $2 million media assault was an
with rebels. He also called on Wash- nounced by abortion rights groups 
ington to stop interference in the inconsiderationoftheupcomingMO 
affairs of his country. In South cases which questions the 1972 Roe · 
America, Brazil announced that v. Wade case legalizing abortion 
despiteaninternationaloutcryagainst .nationally. ( Please read upcoming 
the destruction and erosion of its articles about this case other and 
huge rain forests that it continue to abortion rights and issues informa
denounce foreign meddling in its tion, including the Wash D.C. march 
internal affairs. However, many which many Bennington students will 
Brazilian officials are pushing for attend. )Sources for this article in
"safeguards" to prevent massive elude the Wall Street Journal, the 
damageagainsttheAmazonandother New York Times, and the McNeil I 
areas. Lehreh Newshour. 

Terrorism 
In London, a high-jacking 

warning was released to the public as 
renewed threats of violence from 

FINDING THE 
FOCUS 

various terrorist organizations circu-
lated. The Bush Administration continued from page 3' column 3 
"expressed 'distress" over the an- mores and juniors are having, I find 
nouncement and called it "counter- it difficult to believe that my educa
productive" despite the outcry after tional plans be solely my own or 

it was found that officials had been customdesigned. Aseachdaypasses, 
warned of such threats a week before the descriptions that I read last year 
the bombing of a Pan Am flight that about this college seem less accu-
killed 270 people last December. rate. 

In an interview with Sopho-
P .L.O. moreTedTeuten,hediscussedmany 

In Tunis, representatives of the differences between the Ben
from the P.L.O. met with members nmgton of a few short years ago, and 
of the Bush Administration and theBenningtonoftoday. Hesighted 
insisted that they would not yet sup- most strongly that the "focus" of this 
port an end to the violent uprisings in school has changed, and even blurred
the Israeli occupied territories. m many areas. Amongst his points
However, the P.L.O. did say that was a lack of communituy feelmg. 

. they are interested in direct talks Sighting most predominantly, the 
withthelsraeligovemmentifhosted closmg of the Cafe (which several 
by an international organization such years ago was hsted as the best on-
as the United Nations. Amoung the campus pub m Amenca) due to hq
P.L.O. demands was a call for demo- uor laws, he commented that nothing 
cratic elections by Palestinians in the really has been instituted to take its 
West Bank and Gaza Strip. While place as a central social gathenng 

"negotiations" dragged on, an 11 year place. . 
old boy was killed in Gaza by Israeli He said that the school has
troops firing on protestors. improved m many areas, such as Its 

financial stability relative to a few 
Asia years ago, but that the quality of 

In Asia South Korea is many student services has declined. 
quickly reverting to older practices. He mentioned that t_he food was be
President Roh Tae Woo, who was ter, the admimstratton more visible 
elected to have a more democratic and approachable, and that students 
and fair government, announced last and teachers had a closer knit rela
week that he would break one of his ttonsh1p only two years ago. 

Ted seemed all too aware of most important campaign promises 
and not hold referendum with the the attitudes that I have noticed. He 
various political parties in the coon- feels that the school is being changed 
try. This news was followed by an to attract a lower-key, ncher, more 
·announcement by his government refined student. "If you want proof, 
that police would have have the right look at the freshman class compared 
to fire on protesters in that they they to the semors, and then the Sopho
may defend their posts. He also mores", Ted explained, "EAch has 
ordered a crackdown on "leftist forces its qual1ues, but they are so different 

man, Sophomore, and Senior classes. continued from page 2, column 2 
He sights that the administration has that is sponsored by the college, a 
not been consistent in what they look division of the college, or any mem
for in a Bennington student and that ber of the community that he/she 
the differences confuse and worry deemsnewsworthyanddeservingof 
the student body. The differences . . . 
h b k all f th 1 

. reportmg. Outside events (1.e. newly 
ave ro en ot o e c oseness m 

the body. He believes that many released books and movies) also can 
notice the change and aren't sure of be considered within the Entertain-
why it exists. ment Editor's domain. 

Perhaps my question is The Social Features Editor 
"What is the focus of the school"? handles any and all student submis
Why is it so difficult for many to sions including artwork and inter
develop sound academic and artistic views. This section enjoys the most 
goals? Is it simply that they don't fit (reedom, including anything at the 
1t? I think not. After readmg !kn= . . 

. . . . I . desires of the Features Editors and 
ningtonin t eginning In It 1 - th . 
fi l fi d . e 1tor-m- 1e . 1cu tto m ev1 encem is em . . 
school that the founding ideas are Satie Alrame
still present. I see signs of them, but Editortor-m-Chl ef 

they are usually in the form of some LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
extreme measure taken by a small ___________ _ 

minority of students. 
I wonder if one class after 

another will be victims of this lack of 
focus, and if more will feel disullu

IMPROVEMENT DEMANDED 
BY GRADUATE 

MUSIC STUDENT 

sioned by the Benningto _n mystique. The following is an account of 
I find one hypocracy after the next. my observations of the music de
And although the world's impres- partment of Bennington College as 
sion of Bennington may have be- / distilled and crystallized them over
come better m the past few years, 
h d h fi d

. thepastfouryears. ltcallsthepres-
t ere are many stu ents w o m 1t . . . . 
ugly on the inside. ( Please send any ent conditionof music instruction at 
responses to the author or to The Bennington into question and hopes 
Commons c/o Hard News. Admin- to serve as the beginning point of a 
istrators' and faculty insights would discussion on this subject. 
be highly appreciated. Depending With regard to education at 
on the response similar articles may Bennington College-music education 

follow• ) in this case-the major assumption is 

DISCUSSIONS 
TO BEHELD 

that one learns by experimenting. 
The students derive their knowledge 
directly from the results of their 
experiments conducted in respective 

Community Service fields and the experience gained in 
Announcements this way is a very personal one, there-

The Commons encourageseveryone fore, nothing is lost along the way. 
to attend the following four The advantages of this approach are 

discussions. great compared to the more orthodox 
EL SALVADOR. Dale Hathaway one which takes the students' brains 
will discuss the question of why the as files to be filled with information 
U.S. chooses a military resolution to and th · . . . ey o so w1 sue ngor an 

problems m Central Amenca at 8 . . 
M A 3 1 mdifference that the students who p.m. on on. pn , m am . 

RUSDIE. Mansour Farhang, Jon- are victimized by such an education 
athan Haynes, Joanna Kirkpatrick, can no longer tell what is-or was at 
Avraam Koen, and Maura Spiegal some point-important to them and 
will hold a discussion on this contro- why they were interested in the sub
versial author at 7:30 p.m. on Wed, ject matter in the first place. 
April 5. The discussion will be held Leaming through experimenta
in the new diningroom. tion on the other hand provides a 
IRAN-CONTRA LAWYER. shortcut into the actual field and 
Lawyer John Nields will speak on . . · . . 
h Ira C h 

. 
1987 

estabhshes an immediate relauon-
e n- ontra earmgs o an . . 

their · ct ship between the student and his/her 1mpa on mencan po 1 cs. 
He will be in Greenwall on Mon, field. 
April 1 O. He will visit classes and To further elaborate on this sub
will be available to talk to interested ject, I would like to enumerate three 
students. cases, each representing a unique 
ILLUTRATOR. Noted author/ il- position. 
lustrator Maurice Sendak will prent Let us imagine a fully eequiped 
an open discussion in Greenwal on chemistry lab. The first of our cases, 
Tuesday, Apnl 18. The time will be a chemistry student, not having an 
announced shortly. y 

continued on page 5, column 2 
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put. The emphasis is not on first in- evenknowwhatear-trainingentailed. 

troducing and then developing I am not blaming the students for 
musical craftsmanship-which is so their ignorance. They would not continued from page 1, column 4 

occurs when treatment wipes ou 
strains of a virus sensitive to th 
drug, allowing mutant strains wi 
drug-resistant traits to survive. Re 
searchers who have worked with th 
virus say the AZT resistant strains o 
HIV are showing up in patients wh 
have been on the drug for at least si 
months. People infected with HI 
are believed to number between on 

continued from page 4, column 4 ne e - ut on aving the students have been students had they not been 

previous knowledge of how chemi- compose regardless of what they ignorant with which to begin. In this 
cals behave under different condi- know and what they do not. This case it is the responsibility of the 

tions-, engrossed in the efficacious 
infinitudeofunknowns, will go along 
weighing and mixing different sub

stances, taking delight in what one 

might call sheer experimentation. He 
will be, however, in an unfavorable 

· million and ! .5 million in the U .S and even helpless position in terms 
and up to 10 million world-wide. of reflecting on the results of his 

Developed during the sixtie experiments. He will run to his 
withgovernmentfundingasacance teacher asking him to analyze what 
treatment, AZT quickly proved les he so enthusiastically synthesized. 
effective than existing treatments and Needless to say, this student, lured to 
soon became unavailable. When th the lab by its flabbergasting aura, 
drug's efficacy against HIV was dis 
covered, Burroughs-Wellcome ob will be at odds with the uncompro-
tained the AZT patent under th mising professionalism imposed on 
Orphan Drug program, designed by him by the colorful army of tubes 

the FDA to encourage production o and bottles. 
unavailable drugs with incentive The second student, having ac
such as subsidized testing and exclu quainted himself with some of the 
sive patent rights. Burroughs basic tendencies of the chemicals, 
Wellcome will hold the monopol will be more sure-footed when he 
on AZT for fifteen years. walks into the lab. Having devel-

Original clinical trials of AZ oped his predictive faculties, yet 
were completed in 22 months, as
compared with an average testin pressed with an urge to test them and
period of seven years. These trial push them to their lumts, he will 

were designed with strict inclusio enjoy a struggle toward the mastery 
criteria, and so it was not until afte of his art, served by his instinct as 
FDA approval that the drug's toxic well as by his intellect. What is still 
ity was discovered to prevent its us more important is that he will have a 
in IV-drug users and children. Toes common language with his teacher 
groups, which currently represen when he consults him. 
about one-third of the caseload ac . 
count for a growing percentage of di The third student, having studied 
agnoses, In addition, several sid so much chemistry from books has 
effects such as nausea, headaches no inner drive to experiment and 
and anemia force another thirty per conductsonlytheexperimentswhich 
cent of patients to discontinue ther prove what he already knows . In 
apy, prompting Michael Callen o other words, he learns nothing from 
the People with AIDS Coalition t the lab. 
call the drug, "Drano in pill form.' 
AZT, which costs about $8,500 pe 
year, is one of the most expensiv 
drugs ever produced. Despite criti 
cism by patient advocates, Bur 
roughs-Wellcome has refused t 
detail their pricing methods. 

The idea of experimenting means 
different things to different students 

under different conditions. This is 
not to discuss experimentation, but 

to examine the state of musicianship 

acquired by Bennington College 

arbitrary approach to the acquisition faculty to design the curriculum 

of a musician's skills, although it according to what is most lacking. 

may seem plausible in principle, Some may think I am going too 

. sometimes results in some unseemly far if I point out the somewhat detri

cases. I still find myself gnashing mental nature of a practice which is 

my teeth when I remember a fellow soproudlyforegroundedatBenning
student graduating in music without ton. Student pieces are uncondition
knowing how to conduct a four-four ally performed either by fellow stu

measure and being unable to analyze dents or by the faculty members so 
on measure from a Bach chorale . He that everyone can get to hear the 
was certainly not the only one of his compositions. This easy-access to 

kind. It is common to hear music the performers obscures the im1>9r
students say that they never had a tance of mental hearing and leaves 

"real grip" on harmony, counterpoint, out the essential difference between 

or some other major thing, which a musician's and a lay listener's 

they say they will sit down and study hearing by reducing the former to the 

after they graduate. I understand that latter . 

Bennington wants its students to It hardly needs to be said that the 
maintain the intellectual alertness of internalization of pitch relations is 

an autodidact. But first: who can be essential for a musician. It is true that 

expected to have enough time to ear-training is an arduous process. 
conduct extracurricular studies in The hardship and determination that 

two/three major areas in music when goes into becoming a musician 

everything else demands so much however, neither needs to be mysti
time? And second: is not the phrase fled nor can be overlooked. How 

"a school of self-taught students" tremendouslywewouldbenefitfrom 

itself a contradiction of terms? a rigorous ear-training program can 
What do the student pieces re- never be over-emphasized. 

veal about the music education at Ourcompositionprofessorshave 
Benmngton? In most pieces, even to face a particular difficulty: no

though there are traces of tonality, body becomes a composer at Ben
one hardly finds a consciously es tab- nington because everybody already 

lished tonality not to speak of its is one. This common illusion, by 
skillful integration with other tonali- undermining the healthy master
ties Neither does one find, in these apprentice relationship, on which the 
pieces, a careful avoidance of a tonal idea of Bennington is supposed to 
center, or a deceptive evocation of rest, creates a peculiar atmosphere 
one through artful means, nor can where the students enjoy the prema
they be presented as modally con- tore luxury of having been called 
structed ones as to dispense with ver- composers. Who wants to be called 

tically codofied harmonies. It can be certainly a matter of secon

argued that these criteria are too dary importance. However, there is 
orthodox and they disregard many something about this naming prob
other means of pitch organization. lem which makes music instruction 

Can it be said with a clear conscience difficult. How can a teacher be ex
. Scientists are nownow expressin 

limited .faith in the efficacy of AZT 
Smaller doses, greater selectivity i 
prescribing the drug, and combina 
tion therapies with such experimen 
tal drugs as Ampligen and Dex 
Sulfate will probably allow AZT t 
continue as the standard HIV ther 
apy while the FDA processes th 
hundred and forty drugs that have s 
far been submitted for their approv 
as potential HIV treatments. 

The Commons reminds 
anyone interested to attend 
the staff meetings at 1 p.m. 
every Sunday in Barn 106. 

In Music I, II, and other compo- then, that a music student a Benning- pected to offer training to someone 

sition classes, student compositions ton lays the foundations of his/her who already assumes a "fellow 
are taken both as ends in themselves musical craftsmanship toward a composer'' position almost from the 

and as vehicles to come to terms with substantial and convincing tone archi- very beginning? This attitude oblit

more complex musical issues. Nei- tecture? I find it hard to answer in the crates the actual difference between 

ther the elementary principles of affirmative. our teachers and ourselves. At some 
musicianship nor other composi- When we ask why• a number of point we have to face the fact that 
tional techniques are introduced to reasons come to mind. One of the musicianship has laborious imitia

the students in a step-by-step fash- basic ones has to do with ear-train- tion rites and its secrets and subtle
ion. They are brought up according ing. Ear-training gets an unusually ties are bound to remain arcane to 
to their degree of relevance to the minor emphasis at Bennington. It is those who do not go through them. 
student compositions. They may be practically non-existant for thosewho Music education at Bennington 

introduced merely to kindle the stu- do not sing in the chorus. One gets suffers most from the Swiss cheese 

dents' imaginations expecting that the impression that at Bennington syndrome and the problem of origi
the rest will follow flawlessly and re- thesenseofhearingisc~nsideredin- nality is wedded to it. Students, 

suit in some satisfactory artistic out- essential to music. I have encoun- much of the time, do not have the 
tered music students who did not continued on page 6, column J 

Students. 
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means to tell a real invention from 
the reinvention of the wheel and what 
is even more pathetic is when the 
latter is taken for the former in bliss
ful ignorance. I find much blind 
man's bluff that is mistakenly glo
rified as a healthy, intuitive, artistic 
quest. 

Are there ways of remedying 
some of these problems? There must 
be! Even though I know it is sacre
ligious to talk of text books at Ben
nington, I still would like to take that 
step. I would also like to not that not 
every music text book is written by a 
good old scholar whose sole concern 
is to dryly analyze and classify other's 
music. Some of the best text books
of our century are written by some of 
the greatest composers who were, or 
are still, at the frontiers of musical 
modernism. Among them, 
Schoenberg's Hannonielehre. nu
merous selections by -Hindemith, 

Messiaen's Vingt Lecons d'Harmo-
nie and Persichetti' s Twentieth 
Century Hannony. Pierre Boulez, in 
an essay called "The Teacher's Task" 
praises Massiaen 's book for its pres

entation of the harmonic vocabulary 
as "the evolution of harmonic style 
from Monteverdi to Wagner'' as 

ing look into their nature. In this 
respect I sympathize with Boulez' s 
praise even though I am not familiar 
enough with Messianen' s book. 

In the same essay, Boulez puts 
the question in the following way: 
"Musical grammar should primarily 
be taught in its present day form as 
regards both morphology and syn
tax. But there is a point in knowing 
precisely how this grammar arose in 
the first place, how it has evolved 
and what are its future potentiali
ties." If we follow Boulez, Persi
chetti' s book would be the one to 
study, provided that it is accompa
nied by some schooling in the evolu
tion of the traditional harmonic vo
cabulary. I do not want to go any 
further with suggestions since my 
knowledge of this area is limited. 

In so far it has sounded like this 
is more concerned with musical 
composition than performance, it has 
been so only unintentionally. I be
lieve that more or less the same 
education should apply to both per
formers and composers since their 
job is not only to understand the 
written music but to venture into all 
possible interpretations of it as well. 

The basic proposition is that 
music education at Bennington needs 
to be seriously reconsidered. It not 
only can but has to be improved. I 
still would like to put the last words 

opposed to dictating a certain num- modestly: a better education is a 
ber of rules that are to remain un- question of a happy medium, i.e. the 
changed. Today, one surely finds second chemistry student of which I 
littlepointinenslavingoneselftothe spoke earlier, not the first, nor the 
orthodixies of the past since our third. In this respect, "either Ben
zeitgeist does not allow us to func- nington (its present condition) or a 
tion unselfconciously within one conservatory" argument is mislead
single tradition. Rather than learn- ing and will only lead to fruitless 
ing "the rules", one needs a penetrat- discussions. 

Murat Eyugoglu 

February Twentieth 
by Kelly Beardsley 

Primitive, primal, jungle, scream--
Impulse, enzyme, synapse, dream-
Shadow, cauldron, graveyard-plot-
Monster, nightmare, body-rot. 

Confucius Has a Break-Down 
by Kelly Beardsley 

"Thump, thump!" sings the back of my head 
As I smash it against the Wall. 
I laugh at the blood that is tickling the bricks 
And soon I begin to fall. 
I lie on the ground and stare at my eyes 
With knowledge beyond my years. 
My stomach escapes and opens the door, 
Admitting my worst hopes and fears. 
General Custer rallies his troops 
And gallantly rescues my arm. 
Swinging his mustache, he holds out the thing 
And scolds it for causing no harm. 
A dog with no eyes knows not his shoe size 
And screams that he wishes to see. 
Watch-tower warning, giraffe ears are soaring 
O'er African village of Shanti. 
Tables are waiting to catch me from fainting 
But I manage to swim to the door. 
My stomach rejoins me· and sulks by my liver-
We once again slip to the floor. 
Sleep overtakes me; my stomach awakes me, 
My lungs are having a fight. 
Bodda instructs them; I see after destruction-
All that is left is what's right. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

smartly on the nose. "Ouch," he said, 
boredly rubbing the spot. Yawning 
extensively, Devin became aware that 
it had begun to rain, torrentially ac
companying the hurricane. Kami
kaze water droplets bombarded the 
densely underpopulated land. Within 
seconds, the water level had swal

idly, "So this is what an over-cooked 
tuna feels like." Then, with a half
sigh, his charred body crumpled into 
the triumphant water and floated 
away. It reminded the hurricane 
somewhat of an over-cooked tuna. 

The Final 
Chord 

void issued forth an immense wind, · lowedDevin'sanklesandwasslowly 
hurricane-style, which busily set working its way toward his knees, an 
about uprooting trees with the same evilglintflickeringaroundrandomly. 
detachedment as a child doing rou- As Devin's shins fell prey to 

Notice 
Due to unforeseeable techni-

cal difficulties, several articles which 
were to be printed in the newspape, 
under the Features Section were 
unable to be published . The Staff of
The Commons apologizes to the 
authors who worked on articles and 
had looked forward to their publica 
tion. The missing articles will ap
pear in the next issue of The Com -
nons Thank you for your patience

and understanding . 

by Kelly Beardsley 

There was a horrendous rip
ping noise as Devin watched the sky 
being torn from the mountain-tops
like giant sheets of Velcro. "Oh, 
my," he thought, mildly interested. 
A large black void appeared in the 
gap between sky and land. From this 

tine homework. the ravenous liquid, the hurricane, 
Branches, leaves, bits of dissatisfied with annihilating moun

wood, and other foresty objects tains, summoned a large number of 
whirled round and round in the steady lightning bolts and thunder crashes 
gale, knocking rather rudely · into for accompaniment. The former, 
one another on occasion. The hurri- delighted at the opportunity, play
cane ignored this passionately and fully ignited every flammable object 
continued to tumble the area into it could find. Devin, torso half-sub
shambles. Devin raised an eyebrow merged, was no exception. Just 
and blinked as an acorn bopped him beforeheburstintoflames,hethought The Commons Staff
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PRAISE FOR DANGEROUS · 
LIAISONS. 

by TIM PITZER 

The movie to see this year is The writing is brilliant, very 
Dangerous Liaisons . Glenn Close subtle and intriguing. The filming is 
and John Malcovich star in this spec- breathtaking: majestic landscapes, 
tacle, and put in performances that powerful castles, decadent interiors. 
must be seen. And flavored throughout are operas 

John Malcovich has recently and music. On our scale from one to 
been given quite a lot of attention by ten, it rates a good solid 9, only 
the public, both for this performance because at it becomes too 
and as Pale in Burn This, which pleased with itself and tries cheap 
received critical attention when it wit. 
went up in New York. He gives an 
insightful peek into his psyche in BillandTed'sExcellentAd-
lnterview magazine. venture is another matter. It is most 

Glenn Close, of course, re- obviously a farce. Unfortunately, at 
ceived an Oscar nomination for her times it seems that the writers take 
role, and she earned it many times their work too seriously and try too 
over in the first scene. The web of hard to make some moments funny. 
intrigue and lies that she weaves ( even George Carlin, a blase space/ 
beyond the actual text) is wonderful. time traveller, arrives in their home
The two stars, who approach acting town to insure that their band, the 
in a very different way, blend so Wyld Stallions, does not break up. 
beautifully that I left hoping to see This involves Bill and Ted passing a 
ANY movie with the both of them. world history course. They travel 

The plot is quite involved. the circuits of time and requisition 
Briefly, it centers on two wealthy famous people of times past to ap
and amoral French aristocrats who pear in a presentation to the history 
use sex to destroy the lives of others class. 
around them, for no particular rea- It is difficult to rate and/or 
son other than leisure. Although recommend this film, so I'll take the 
they are both contemptible, we, on easy way out and give it a 4 ( or a 6 if 
some unknown level, feel for them, seen with drunken friends) 
and actually hope that they succeed. 

CLIFFORD PERFORMS THE 
SEAFARER 

by Julian Erickson 

The epic poem, the Seafarer, tracting. 
was performed in D-207 as a per- Clifford entered from the 
formance art piece last Monday and double doors separating D-208 and 
Tuesday nights. Bryant Clifford D-207afterCarlaKleinabruptlyshut 
spend the winter in Bennington off the portable stereo which sat 
dramatizingthework. Unfortunately, unmasked throughout the piece in 
it was not as successful as it might the back of the room for all to see. 
have been, but the problems were Because the division gave him no 
technical, not artistic. rehearsal timein the space, 

The set in the D-207 class- it seemed that he did not have com
room space was incredible. With the plete control of the attractive set. 
use of clamped lights and very tall, His movements from location to lo
stout tree branches, a very nice play- cation and leve1 to level (there were 
ing area was defined. Grey tomb- two platforms covered in the nauti
stones were created out of papier- cal netting) did not feel entirely 
mache, and cast stark shadows across motivated. 
the space. Nautical netting was used After his entrance, he me
to complete the visual mood, and thodicallylitadozencandlesslowly, 
thematic music was playirig that (for the first time) and gently placed 
helped ease the audience into a feel flowers before a tombstone, thus 
for the piece. creating a very ponderous mood . He 

There were a few problems then, however introduced the piece 
with the space. In a comer, plainly himself before slipping into charac
visible, were lighting gels, a coat, ter, destroying the delicate opening 
and a cushion, which ·appeared to be he had created. 
left from the previous class and After the first performance, 
simply overlooked. A bright pink some members of the audience 
"No Smoking" sign hung from a commented that Clifford's speech 
storage space which was very dis-

continued on page 8, column 1 

• 
THE DANGERS OF 

PRE-CASTING 

The Commons sta ff does not the Division shuns musicals, but the 
make a policy of accepting anony- music for Oh, What a Lovely War is 
moos articles. However, due to the little more than campfire songs. The 
nature of this article, the author twist with this one is that the cast of 
wishes to remain nameless. Any this WWI play is all-women -. How
comments should be submitted to ever,menauditionedandwerecalled
Commons Newsoaoer Mailbox. back the night that the cast list went 

up. Translation: Sharon (the Direc-
For Drama majors, it is es- tor) allowed men to waste their time 

sential to audition. As a division entertaining her whilst knowing that 
requirement, all students interested they had no chance of getting a role. 
in declaring Theater as their major As if they had a shot in another pre
must sign up for an audition time and casted nightmare. 
plan to spend hours reading the plays, Burn This is directed by Ben. 
understanding characters, and wait It stars his girlfriend. Brooks, Jon
anxiously until the big momentar- athan,andSeanareherco-stars. Nuff 
rives when they step on stage and said? 
showtheirstuff. However,ifyouare The BigKnife stars Kevin, 
not one of the few initiated in the Val, and Daisy. Everyone who 
inner circle of the Thespian crowd, worked in The Time of Your Life, 
no need to panic; your role has most and dido 't get cast in the other Di-
likely already been filled. recting Ill's appear in this play. 

It is an established under- Even the Directing II's suf-
standing that directors here at Ben- fer from pre-casting. 
ningtonCollegeknowwhotheywant The director and cast of 
inrolesbeforetheirplayisannounced Welcome to Andromeda all live 
to the student body; it is even truer upstairs in Kilpatrick, and have 
when the directors are students and known each other for many moons. 
are able to cast their friends. The The lead in A Tantalizing
motto of those who defend this de- was given a script by the director. 
structive practice is ''That's what it's Perhaps some lines were memorized 
like in the real world." But as many before auditions began. 
have pointed out, Bennington is not It is only prudent to have a 
the real world. It is a place to learn. person in mind for lead roles. But 
The Drama department should learn common decency demands that one 
that this is a school that prides itself should not hold open auditions for 
on practical rather than classroom those parts. Actors should know that 
teaching. they would only be wasting time that 

There are three Directing III could be better spent concentrating 
projects this term, which means that on another play. This article• s intent 
they receive division support and was not to attack any individual, but 
funding. Lets look at each one, shall the practice of pre-casting. I hope 
we? that serious consideration will be 

Oh. What a Lovely War is a bold given to its content. 
enterprise; it's a musical. As a rule, 

LUNACY & EGO: ENTERTAIN
MENT IN THESE 

COMPLICATED TIMES 
by ADAM F. COHEN 

Earlierthisweek,Hollywoodput to a film's success both at the box 

on its Sunday best and patted the office and at the Academy Awards 
year's cinematic best at the Acad- are its timely distribution. 

emy Award ceremony. Even while NoticehowinlateDecember(the 

thenomineeswerestraighteningtheir awards deadline) many "quality" 

ties or fixing their gowns a group films are slowly released; this years 
representing stutterers protested the example is "Rainman." A film such 

nominations of "A Fish Called as "Rainman" might not have suc-

Wanda," because of its treatment of ceededifitw~rereleasedinthespring 
astutterer. Perhapsthisgroupwished and it may not have been remem-

to capitalize on the success of the bered in December. Stars such as 
film and capture some publicity for 
themselves. What is most important continued on page 8, column 2 

' l 
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means to tell a real invention from 
the reinvention of the wheel and what 
is even more pathetic is when the 

latter is taken for the former in bliss
ful ignorance. I find much blind 
man's bluff that is mistakenly glo

rified as a healthy, intuitive, artistic 
quest. 

Are there ways of remedying 
some of these problems? There must 
be! Even though I know it is sacre

ligious to talk of text books at Ben-

nington, I still would like to take that 
step. I would also like to not that not 
every music text book is written by a 
good old scholar whose sole concern 
is to dryly analyze and classify other's 

music. Some of the best text books

of our century are written by some of 

the greatest composers who were, or 

are still, at the frontiers of musical 

ing look into their nature. In this 

respect I sympathize with Boulez' s 

praise even though I am not familiar 
enough with Messianen' s book. 

In the same essay, Boulez puts 
the question in the following way: 
"Musical grammar should primarily 

be taught in its present day form as 
regards both morphology and syn
tax. But there is a point in knowing 
precisely how this grammar arose in 

the first place, how it has evolved 
and what are its future potentiali
ties." If we follow Boulez, Persi

chetti' s book would be the one to 
study, provided that it is accompa

nied by some schooling in the evolu
tion of the traditional harmonic vo
cabulary. I do not want to go any 

further with suggestions since my 

knowledge of this area is limited. 
In so far it has sounded like this 

is more concerned with musical 

composition than performance, it has 
been so only unintentionally. I be-

modernism. Among them, lieve that more or less the same 

Schoenberg's Hannonielehre. nu- education should apply to both per
merous selections by Hindemith, formers and composers since their 

Messiaen's Vingt Lecons d "Harmo- job is not only to understand the 
nie and Persichetti' s Twentieth written music but to venture into all -
Century Hannony. Pierre Boulez, in possible interpretations of it as well. 
an essay called "The Teacher's Task" The basic proposition is that 

praises Massiaen' s book for its pres- music education at Bennington needs 

entation of the harmonic vocabulary to be seriously reconsidered. It not 
as "the evolution of harmonic style only can but has to be improved. I 
from Monteverdi to Wagner'' as still would like to put the last words 

opposed to dictating a certain num- modestly: a better education is a 
ber of rules that are to remain un- question of a happy medium, i.e. the 
changed. Today, one surely finds second chemistry student of which I 

little point in enslaving oneself to the spoke earlier, not the first, nor the 
orthodixies of the past since our third. In this respect, "either Ben
zeitgeist does not allow us lo func- nington (its present condition) or a 
tion unselfconciously within one conservatory" argument is mislead

single tradition. Rather than learn- ing and will only lead to fruitless 

ing "the rules", one needs a penetrat- discussions. 

Murat Eyugoglu 

February Twentieth 
by Kelly Beardsley 

. 
Primitive, primal, jungle, scream--
Impulse, enzyme, synapse, dream-
Shadow, cauldron, graveyard-plot-
Monster, nightmare, body-rot. 

Confucius Has a Break-Down 
by Kelly Beardsley 

"Thump, thump!" sings the back of my head 
As I smash it against the Wall. 
I laugh at the blood that is tickling the bricks 
And soon I begin to fall. 
I lie on the ground and stare at my eyes 
With knowledge beyond my years. 
My stomach escapes and opens the door, 
Admitting my worst hopes and fears. 
General Custer rallies his troops 
And gallantly rescues my arm. 
Swinging his mustache, he holds out the thing 
And scolds it for causing no harm. 
A dog with no eyes knows not his shoe size 
And screams that he wishes to see. 
Watch-tower warning, giraffe ears are soaring 
O'er African village of Shanti. 
Tables are waiting to catch me from fainting 
But I manage to swim to the door. 
My stomach rejoins me· and sulks by my liver-
We once again slip to the floor. 
Sleep overtakes me; my stomach awakes me, 
My lungs are having a fight. 
Bodda instructs them; I see after destruction-
All that is left is what's right. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

smartly on the nose. "Ouch," he said, 
boredly rubbing the spot. Yawning 
extensively, Devin became aware that 
it had begun to rain, torrentially ac
companying the hurricane. Kami
kaze water droplets bombarded the 
densely underpopulated land. Within 
seconds, the water level had swal

idly, "So this is what an over-cooked 
tuna feels like." Then, with a half
sigh, his charred body crumpled into 
the triumphant water and floated 
away. It reminded the hurricane 
somewhat of an over-cooked tuna. 

The Final 
Chord 

void issued forth an immense wind, lowedDevin'sanklesandwasslowly 
hurricane-style, which busily set working its way toward his knees, an 
about uprooting trees with the same evilglintflickeringaroundrandomly. 
detachedment as a child doing rou- As Devin's shins fell prey to 

Notice 
Due to unforeseeable techni

cal difficulties, several articles. which 
were to be printed in the newspaper 
under the Features Section were 
unable to be published. The Staff ot 
The Commons apologizes to the 
authors who worked on articles and 
had looked forward to their publica
tion. The missing articles will ap
pear in the next issue of The Com· 
nons Thank you for your patience

and unckrsLtnding. 

by Kelly Beardsley 

There was a horrendous rip-
ping noise as Devin watched the sky 
being tom from the mountain-tops 
like giant sheets of Velcro. "Oh, 
niy," he thought, mildly interested. 
A large black void appeared in the 
gap between sky and land. From this 

tine homework. the ravenous liquid, the hurricane, 
Branches, leaves, bits of dissatisfied with annihilating moun

wood, and other foresty objects tains, summoned a large number of 
whirled round and round in the steady lightning bolts and thunder crashes 
gale, knocking rather rudely into for accompaniment. The former, 
one another on occasion. The hurri- delighted at the opportunity, play
cane ignored this passionately and fully ignited every flammable object 
continued to tumble the area into it could find. Devin, torso half-sub
shambles. Devin raised an eyebrow merged, was no exception. Just 
and blinked as an acorn bopped him before he burstintoflames,he thought The Commons Staff
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CLIFFORD 
PERFORMS 

continued from page 7, column 2 

was extremely slow and broken, and 
his actions too broad. For perform
ance art, this can be acceptable if the 
audience feels that there is some end 
being attained. One felt for the Sea-
farer, but never could discover the 
reasons for his torment. I felt that his 
intensity was a powerful asset, and 
that his struggle with every word an 
interesting insight into the poem. 

To his credit, the lengthy one 
man show (over forty-five minutes) 
was consistent. Bryant never broke 
concentration and never seemed to 
forget a line. He did hit a lady in the 
third row with a bouquet of flowers, 
sending the audience into poorly 
veiled laughter, but himself never 
broke a smile. 

Perhaps a tad too long, the 
venture showed that it is possible for 
a self-motivated member of the com
munity (yes, even a first year stu
dent) to spend time and put in a piece 
of work to be respected, even an in
dependent project. The materials he 
had to work with were far from first 
rate (including the poem) and he 
came close to seeing the culmination 
of months of hard work appear in a 
hallway. His perseverence deserves 
to be praised. 

Lunacy 
continued from page 7, column 4 

Dustin Hoffman and Arnold Sch
wartzenegger have the power to de
termine release dates for the films. 
No studio would release a "power'' 
film ( one that can rack up box office 

gold) in a non-movie going time. 

The peak seasons for films, are in the 
summer and from Thanksgiving to 
New Years, with sporadic vacation 
times during the year. 

Studios and stars support their films 

with ads in the trade newspapers, as 

well as reminder screenings for all 
the academy voting members. This 
way films released earlier in the year 

can be remembered. It doesn't ai
ways work. In the case of last sum
mer's "Bull Durham" only the film's 

screenplay was nominated, stars 

Susan Saradon and Kevin Costner 

were ignored. 

This summer's heavy-hitters at the 

box-officewillincludeanew"Ghost
busters", "Star Trek", and "Indiana 
Jones"; all with their original casts. 
In addition to the new non-campy 
"Batman" film. These films will 

most likely bring in a lot for the 

studios and only be remembered for 

their technical prowess in Decem
ber. Remember "Roger Rabbit"; his 

achievements were noted only in box 
office history and the off-camera 

Cool Puzzle technical awards ceremony. 

The following two Word Pies There is indeed a method to the 

are incomplete. Fill in the cinematic madness that runs ram-· 

missing letter slice to spell a pant through out the year. Most 

word. Then, put the lette.rs from important the economics of the situ

the Word Pie with the asterisks ation are considered over the artistic 

in the puzzle below to solve the nature of a film. However, every 
riddle. individual member of the Academy 

w 

with a 

V I 

of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences 

has their own vote and opinion. 

~ 

. ._ 
r ·-

. 
-

--· . 

.. -. 

The only reason some 
people get lost in thought is 
because it's unfamiliar 
territory. Paul Fix 

A closed mouth gath
ers no feet. Unknown 

If men could get preg
nant, abortion would be a 
sacrament. Florynce Ken
nedy 

The difference be
tween genius and stupidity 
is that genius has its limits. 
Unknown. 

Cost of 
smoking at work 

Smoking is not only harmful and expensive for the smoker, but is also 
costly for an employer. A recent study suggests that the annual average 
cost for a company to employ a smoker, as opposed to a nonsmoker, is 
$4,611. The biggest single expense is for time lost on the job at $1,820. 

EMPLOYER COSTS FROM SMOKING EMPLOYEES 
Annual average cost, in dollars: 

Maintenance 

Effects on rionsmokers 

Medical care 

Insurance (excluding health) 

$90 

SOURCE: Policy Institute 

TOTAL COST: 

$4,611 
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